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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Leicester Can Win Tie Of Two Cities 

Manchester City are the favourites to win the Champions League after drawing 
Schalke in the last 16. The Premier League champions have never been the 
champions of Europe but they have won the League Cup three times in the last five 
seasons. That suggests the club takes the competition seriously but team selection 
could be key to the outcome of their quarter-final tonight at Leicester. 


City are a price to win the tie in 90 minutes that they would be to win a Premier 
League meeting playing the first string. However, injuries and the inclusion of some 
fringe players make them too short to back. Leicester’s motivation could be at a 
higher level as the League Cup is their best chance of winning a trophy. At the 
relative odds LEICESTER are the team to back at 8/1 with Ladbrokes.  


The tie of the first knockout round in the Champions League is Liverpool against 
Bayern Munich. As manager of Borussia Dotrmund Jurgen Klopp took on Bayern 
and came out on top on several occasions. Clubs from the same league and group 
opponents can’t be drawn together in the last 16 which means the four Premier 
League clubs have been kept apart and they could all qualify for the quarter-finals. 


Tottenham are slight favourites to eliminate Borussia Dortmund but Manchester 
United are not fancied to get past the champions of France, PSG. It's 16/1 with 
bet365 that the FOUR EPL teams advance to the next round. Last season two from 
four clubs won their ties at this stage. ENGLAND are 13/8 to be the nationality of the 
winner of the Champions League. Spain have three teams competing in the last 16 
and are second favourites having won this market in the past five seasons followed 
by Italy, France and Germany.  


On a moderate day for racing ahead of the Christmas festival meetings at Kempton 
and Leopardstown in Ireland Catterick stages a five-runner handicap chase over 
almost two miles at 2.40. On ratings there’s about three lengths separating the field 
and nine pounds in the handicap. MIDNIGHT CHILL is the marginal preference in a 
tight contest and the horse can be backed at 11/8 with Coral. 


Skelton, Cox And Edmunds Are Looking Good - By High 
Roller Racing


Dan Skelton, Clive Cox and Stuart Edmunds are all showing good form which 
should continue for the foreseeable future which I feel all of us should take note of. 
High Roller is also in form which should also be added to your notes.


Dan Skelton is on course for his best ever season having been in form virtually since 
the new season began. Dans team had a small drop in form mid to late November 
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but seem to be rolling back to form gradually now. Close scrutiny to the Skelton 
yard should be a priority to us. Horses I have put in my notebook are Molly The 
Dolly, Simply Loveleh and Aggy With It. All three have multiple entries for the coming 
week ahead but we cannot be certain where they will run without looking at the 
declarations which as I write are not provided as yet. So watch for the declarations 
and see where Dans entries are to be taking part. This yard will win a lot of races in 
the coming weeks.


Clive Cox is finishing the year in strong form after a rather sluggish spell over the 
early part of the year. Clive has numerous entries this coming week and certain 
horses in his care interest me immensely. Those of interest include Remembering 
You, April Wine, Martin King and Perfect Refuge but all again have multiple entries 
which means we don’t know if or where they will actually run as yet. One thing is 
certain the Clive Cox yard is going strong and worth following. Clive’s filly Little Miss 
Lilly really is best when front running and I feel she has to be worth a bet if the draw 
in her selected race will allow her to get to the lead. Obviously judgement on those 
factors mentioned need to be considered and accessed by yourselves. I think it 
would be unwise to ignore the Clive Cox horses for the foreseeable weeks of 2018.


Stuart Edmunds always seems to have his horses in-form and running well at this 
time of year coming towards Christmas. This year is no exception. Edmunds has 
several entries in the coming week before the few days closedown until Boxing Day. 
Horses of Stuart’s that interest me are Molly Childers, Secret Galaxy and A Little 
Chaos. Check the declarations to see which races they actually are going to 
compete in and access your interest. I think all three could be winning sooner rather 
than later. Don’t underestimate the Stuart Edmunds yard at this time of year.


High Roller Racing is also in good form with profit for December standing at 
46.73 points as I write so £4,673 profit to £100 per point stakes or £467.00 to a 
stake of £10 per point.  

This weeks winners include:- 

MIN - WON 5/4 
STOP TALKING - WON 13/8 
INCHCOLM - WON 11/8 
THE SOME DANCE KID - WON 7/2 

Join High Roller Racing for FREE! There's a maximum of one bet per day and 
you only pay a small fee when the selection wins. 

CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


A nice free tip winner again last week with a 20/1 starting price 
COUNTRY’n’WESTERN! The horse won in decisive style kicking around 6 lengths 
clear and winning like an odds on shot should. A great result especially as it 
followed the previous weeks winner at 14/1 advised. This horse was also on the 
main service! That however was the start of an unlucky week for us especially with 
25/1 shot Tan who raced up with the pace and kicked on only just getting collared 
near the line. That performance should be upgraded as the top 5 all came from off 
the pace apart from this horse.


We also had another that day who got done on the line. 


Yesterday we righted some wrongs with MR RED CLUBS hacking up at 12/1! That 
winner will mean that we will definitely finish in profit for the 4th year in a row. That’s 
a great achievement for us as we started this to help out the ordinary punter make 
consistent profits. 


It’s been a tough year though but like every year we look back, analyse our data and 
look to increase our profitability. 


With next Tuesday being Christmas I’d like to thank all our clients for sticking with us 
and wish you all our column readers a Merry Christmas we will put out some free 
tips on Boxing Day! 


Today’s Free Tips  

Catterick 12-10 Handicap Hurdle (Class 5) 19f - The ground may just be a little soft 
for ELYSIAN PRINCE 16/1 but the horse is expected to run much better this time on 
this more speed favouring track. He certainly has the scores to win a race like this 
even if it is at the limit of his stamina. The price is just too good not to have a small 
bet! 


Another horse that seams to have benefited from a change of stable is ENZO at 
14/1. He hasn’t past form that would put him there abouts but has a row of duck 
eggs this this year. I’m told he should leave that form behind today. 


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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